News

New employees at FM

We would like to welcome our new employees to FM. Jennie Eldh Bastman will start on May 30th as a coordinator for laboratory safety, and Henrik Palén has already started his position as a technician at the goods reception. Johanna Steen is our new coordinator for laboratory safety, whom you can read a short interview with here below.

Meet Johanna Steen - new coordinator for laboratory safety at FM

Welcome Johanna! Tell us about your employment.

I will be working as a coordinator for laboratory safety. Exactly what I will do, depends on what the researchers in Biomedicum needs help with.

Tell us a bit about your background.

Most recently, I come from the Department of Molecular Biosciences, Wenner-Gren institut at Stockholms University, where I was responsible for the laboratories. Before that I was a researcher for seven years investigating autoantibodies at CMM, KI. I took my PhD within the human atlas project at KTH.

What are you looking forward the most in your new employment?

I look forward to get to know all my new colleagues at FM, but mostly I am curious of what the researchers in Biomedicum needs help with. My ambition is to facilitate for the researchers to do what they do best- to research!

Johanna Steen starts her employment on June 20th.

Information

Reminder - rules for the bicycle storage

The bicycle season is here and there are many employees who want to park their bicycle in the bicycle storage room. We would like to remind you to follow the guidelines for the storage room:

- It's only allowed to park the bicycle in the bicycle rack.
- It's prohibited to park your bicycle against the wall within the marked areas.
- The storage room is only for temporary storage.

We will close the storage room for 2 days in June for cleaning and to repair the racks. The storage room will be emptied and the remaining bicycles will be taken care of. More information will come.
Thank you for participating in the FM Survey

Thank you for answering the FM survey about our service, that was sent out in April. We are very greatful that you took the time to answer! We are now compiling the answers and will get back to you with the results as soon as we are done.

Upcoming inspections

During spring 2022 the operations in Biomedicum will be inspected by several different actors. Stockholms Brandförsvar, Kammarkollegiet and the regular internal environmental audit. The inspections will be unannounced, and the purpose is to review if we follow the rules and to suggest improvements. The results from the audits will be presented as soon as the audits are completed.

FM opening hours this summer

During summer holidays FM will have all the service up and running, with an exception for public holidays and in-between-days.

Welcome to FM Open House 11th & 12th of May

Welcome to Biomedicum, floor 2, and meet the FM staff, learn more about our multiple services and support, visit our premises.

Meet suppliers, visit Supply Center, and take the opportunity to ask questions or make suggestions for improvement. Fika and sweets will be served.

Welcome!

Toilet paper saves emissions corresponding to 494 flights per year

The toilet paper in Biomedicum is made of 100% recycled material from paper packaging. By using Lucart Econatural toilet paper, we save emissions corresponding to 64161,31 kilos Co2 per year. That corresponds to 494 flights to London per year (according to Transportstyrelsens estimates).

Spring concert with Biomusicum

Biomedicum’s own health choir Biomusicum welcomes you to a spring concert on 30th May.

Venue: Biomedicum floor 3, near the café

Time: 30th May 12:00

Programme: the choir will sing a mixture of English and Swedish songs, under guidance of Malin Strömdahl-Sherman
Welcome!

For more information about Biomusicum you are welcome to contact Roelinde.Middelveld@ki.se

TIPS AND QUESTIONS

If you have questions regarding the newsletter or information you want to share in the FM Newsletter, please contact sara.lidman@ki.se.
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